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1 Capacity Upgrade
Introduction
HPE StoreOnce 4500 Backup

The StoreOnce 4500 and 4500/4700 Capacity Upgrade Kits increase the storage capacity of
your StoreOnce Backup system. A license is required for each additional Capacity Upgrade and
is included with the kit. The following 12–disk expansion kits are available.
• StoreOnce 4500/4700 24TB Capacity Kit (BB881A)

• StoreOnce 4500 48TB Capacity Kit (BB909A)
The StoreOnce 4500 Backup system supports connection of up to three expansion shelves of
24TB or 48TB capacity.

NOTE: The 48TB Capacity Kit requires StoreOnce software version 3.9.2 or higher and is only
supported with the StoreOnce 4500 Backup system. It also includes a Hot Spare disk, which is
in disk bay 12. The 24TB Capacity Kit does not have a Hot Spare disk.

HPE StoreOnce 4700 Backup
The StoreOnce 4500/4700 24TBCapacity Kit (BB881A) is used to expand storage with StoreOnce
4700 Backup system. It is a 12–disk expansion kit.
For the StoreOnce 4700 Backup system, one enclosure of 24TB capacity is installed at the same
time as the head unit, which is the base storage of the system. Up to seven further 24TB expansion
shelves may be installed at the same time or added later. A license is required for each additional
Capacity Upgrade and is included with the kit.

IMPORTANT: With the StoreOnce 4700, the first enclosure is packaged along with the
StoreOnce appliance server node (same pallet), its packaging and identification labels will not
carry the part number BB881A. Any 4700 24TB Capacity Kit expansions enclosures will be
packed separately and will have part number of an expansion kit (BB881A) on the outside and
on the identification labels.
It is very important to connect the first enclosure to the correct RAID controller. Connecting the
4700 24TB Capacity Kit to the enclosures incorrectly can result in incorrect behavior and may
result in failure to recognise the attached storage, correction of this issue may result in the need
for support intervention.

Planning for the Capacity Upgrade
IMPORTANT: The addition of storage is an online operation; this means that additional storage
may be added while backups/restores are in progress. However, the new capacity will not be
available until the expansion process completes and there may be a performance impact on
backup/restore operations during the process.

Make sure that backup administrators are aware of the expansion process and check to see how
any scheduled jobs, such as backup, replication, or copy, may be affected by decreased
performance.
Storage expansion on StoreOnce 4500 and 4700 Backup systems will take several hours to
complete, the amount of time will be dependent on the number of expansion kits being added.
It is recommended that all expansion kits are added in the same operation rather than separately.
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Overview of the Upgrade process

StoreOnce 4500 and 4700 Backup
1. Install the rails for the Upgrade Kit, which should be located directly below or above the

StoreOnce Backup system; see “Installing the Rails” (page 6).
2. Install the Upgrade Kit; see “Installing the Upgrade Kit,StoreOnce 4500 and 4700” (page 8).
3. Connect the Upgrade Kit to the StoreOnce Backup system; see “Connecting the Capacity

Upgrade Kit” (page 8).
4. Power on the Upgrade Kit.
5. Make sure you have both the entitlement order number (supplied with the Upgrade Kit) and

the StoreOnce serial number (found on the label on the top of the StoreOnce system head).
Obtain a License To Use (LTU) from the Licensing website, see “Adding the
License” (page 12). If you are installing several upgrade kits be sure to obtain all LTUs
before step 6.

6. Using the StoreOnce CLI, as described in “Applying the License and Completing the Storage
Expansion” (page 12):
• Add or load all of the licenses

• Prepare for expansion

• Add storage to the StoreOnce Backup system

IMPORTANT: When connecting multiple kits you must add all licenses before expanding the
capacity of the StoreOnce Backup system. The storage expansion process will fail if there are
any attached expansion enclosures for which a license has not been applied.
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2 Installing and Connecting the Upgrade Kit, StoreOnce
4500 and 4700 only

Front and rear views of the Capacity Upgrade, StoreOnce 4500 and 4700
Figure 1 Front view of the Upgrade Kit, StoreOnce 4500 and 4700

3. UID push button and LED1. Rack-mounting thumbscrews

4. Enclosure status LEDs2. Disk drive (in bay 4)

Figure 2 Rear view of the Upgrade Kit, StoreOnce 4500 and 4700

3. I/O module A1. P1 connector (connects to RAID card)

4. I/O module B (not used, do not connect)2. P2 (connects to P1 on next expansion enclosure)

Installing the Rails
The Upgrade Kit should be installed directly below or above the StoreOnce Backup system (or
previously installed Upgrade Kits). When adding multiple Upgrade Kits to an StoreOnce 4700
Backup system, it is recommended to distribute them evenly above and below the head unit.
The HPE 2U Rack Rail Kit installation instructions (shipped with the rail kit) details the process
of racking a disk enclosure.
Sections include:
• Installation guidelines with warnings and safety information

• Installation procedures

IMPORTANT: Be sure to read the installation guidelines on the poster carefully before installing
the rails and the Upgrade Kit. They provide important safety information.

WARNING! Ensure that sufficient personnel are on hand to support the product(s) during the
installation process. Use of the appropriate lifting device is recommended as an installation aid.

1. Position left and right rack rails at the desired 'U' position in the rack, adjusting the rails to
fit the rack, as needed (1).
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2. Secure rack rails to the front and back rack columns using screws. Make sure that the
shoulders of the screws fit inside the square or round holes of the rack (2).

NOTE: If installing rails in a square hole rack, use larger-sized shoulder screws and pins
for mounting. If installing rails in a round hole rack, use smaller-sized shoulder screws and
pins for mounting.

3. When cabling the device, use holes provided in the rear rack rails, install tie wraps, and
route external cable as required.
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Installing the Upgrade Kit
Slide the device into position on the rails (1) and then tighten the thumbscrews (2) on the front
of the device to secure the device to the rack. It should be immediately above or immediately
below the StoreOnce Backup system.

NOTE: The rear ends of the rails have a bracket that must engage the device chassis to secure
the rear of the chassis to the rails.

Connecting the Capacity Upgrade Kit
StoreOnce 4500 Backup system

The StoreOnce 4500 Backup base system contains 12 disks. Up to three Capacity Upgrade Kits
may be connected if more storage is needed. Compatible cables are provided with the Capacity
Upgrade Kit; a 2-meter cable to connect the expansion shelf to the head unit and a half-meter
cable for daisy-chaining subsequent shelves.
1. Connect the square HD connector on the 2–meter cable to the single high-density SAS port

on the RAID controller on the rear of the StoreOnce Backup system.
Ensure that the cable connector is plugged in the correct way on the rear of the StoreOnce
Backup system. This connector is square and is not keyed.
Insert the connector with the blue tab at the top and push in until the connector clicks into
place.

2. Connect the mini-SAS connector on the other end of the cable to the P1 connector on the
rear of the Capacity Upgrade Kit.

3. If installing more than one Capacity Kit, use the supplied 0.5m SAS cables to daisy chain
up to three expansion enclosures in total. The connection is from P2 on the upper module
of the first enclosure to P1 on the upper module of the next enclosure, as illustrated below.

4. Use the supplied power cords to connect the Capacity Upgrade Kit to the main power supply.
5. Power on the Upgrade Kit. You may need to hold down the power on button for a few

seconds.
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Figure 3 Cabling the Upgrade Kit to the StoreOnce 4500 Backup system

2. P1 connector (from head unit or previous expansion
shelf)

1. HD SAS port on RAID controller

4. Power on/off button3. P2 connector (to next expansion shelf)

5. Power connectors

StoreOnce 4700 Backup system
The disks in the head unit of the StoreOnce Backup system are used for the operating and
filesystem; they are not used for data storage. Therefore, one 12 disk enclosure which has been
pre-configured before delivery must be connected to the head unit at installation to provide disks
for data storage. A further seven Upgrade Kits may be attached, and they are normally distributed
evenly above and below the head unit.
There are two RAID controller cards in slots 1 and 4. Each has a single high-density SAS
connector. Compatible cables are provided with the Capacity Upgrade Kit; a 2-meter cable to
connect the expansion shelf to the head unit and two half-meter cables for daisy-chaining
subsequent shelves.
To connect the first Capacity Kit:

IMPORTANT: The first enclosure is packaged along with the StoreOnce appliance server node
(same pallet), its packaging and identification labels will not carry the part number BB881A. Any
4700 24TB Capacity Kit expansions enclosures will be packed separately and will have part
number BB881A on the outside and on the identification labels.
Connecting the 4700 24TB Capacity Kit to the enclosures incorrectly can result in incorrect
behavior and may result in failure to recognise the attached storage, correction of this issue may
result in the need for support intervention.
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1. Connect the square HD connector on the 2–meter cable to the single high-density SAS port
on the RAID controller in slot 1 on the rear of the StoreOnce Backup system.
Ensure that the cable connector is plugged in the correct way on the rear of the StoreOnce
Backup system. This connector is square and is not keyed.
Insert the connector with the blue removed tab at the top and push in until the connector
clicks into place.

2. Connect the mini-SAS connector on the other end of the cable to the P1 connector on the
rear of the Capacity Upgrade Kit.

3. Use the supplied power cords to connect the Capacity Kit to the mains power supply
4. Power on the Upgrade Kit. You may need to hold down the power on button for a few

seconds.

Figure 4 Cabling the first Upgrade Kit to the StoreOnce 4700 Backup system

2. HD SAS port on RAID controller 2 in slot 41. Square HD SAS port on RAID controller 1 in slot 1

4. Power on/off button3. Capacity Upgrade Kit

6. Power connectors5. P1 connector (on I/O-A mini-SAS port)

To add subsequent Upgrade Kits:
A second Upgrade Kit is connected to the RAID controller in slot 4, again using a 2-meter cable.
Subsequent Upgrade Kits are daisy-chained using the half-meter cables; for example, Upgrade
Kit 3 to Upgrade Kit 1 and Upgrade Kit 4 to Upgrade Kit 2.

NOTE: When adding second and subsequent Upgrade Kits, it is necessary to expand the
storage as described in ???. This is not required with the first expansion shelf.

Various cabling options are possible depending upon available rack space, but the recommended
configuration is to install the Upgrade Kits evenly above and below the head unit.
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Figure 5 Adding seven Upgrade Kits to the 4700 Backup system

2. Square HD SAS port on RAID controller in slot 11. Power connectors

4. P1 connector (on I/O-A mini-SAS port)3. Square HD SAS port on RAID controller in slot 4

6. Power on/off button5. P2 connector (on I/O-A mini-SAS port), daisy chains to
adjacent Upgrade Kit
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3 Applying the License and Completing the Storage
Expansion

Applying the License
The Upgrade Kit includes a license entitlement certificate. This is a paper document that contains
all the information you need to obtain your unique LTU (License to Use) key. You can obtain the
key from the Licensing site by connecting to the web address specified on the certificate and
following the instructions on the web. (Users without Internet access may use the contact numbers
provided with the entitlement certificate.)

NOTE: Licenses should be redeemed individually resulting in a license key for each upgrade
kit. Do not merge multiple entitlements to redeem a single license key.

Applying the LTUs can only be performed by an Administrator using StoreOnce CLI commands;
see the StoreOnce CLI Reference Guide for more information.
Access the CLI from an SSH terminal using an SSH client application (freely available on the
internet) using any configured IP address for the appliance and provide an Administrator user
name:
ssh <username>@<IP address>

At the next prompt, enter the Administrator's password.

IMPORTANT: StoreOnce 4500 and 4700: When connecting multiple upgrade kits, you must
add all licenses before expanding the capacity of the StoreOnce Backup system. The storage
expansion process will fail if there are any attached expansion enclosures for which a license
has not been applied.

1. Obtain the unique LTU key as instructed on the License Entitlement Certificate. This is
normally from the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Licensing website at http://www.hpe.com/
info/mylicensing. A Quick Start guide to using the Licensing website is available from the
Help link at the top of the page.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you select the option to save the license to a
.DAT file. The file can also be emailed to the registered license owner's email address or
you can use Cut and Paste to copy it to a temporary file.

IMPORTANT: The Licensing site will ask you to provide a serial number. It can be found
in the Serial Number field on the StoreOnce Status page. Do not use the warranty serial
number that can be found on the server or tag attached to it. Always use the Serial Number
as displayed in the StoreOnce GUI.
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2. If you save the LTU as a file, sftp it into the Backup system's repository directory.

• Using Linux
sftp Admin@<IP_Address>

cd repository

put <LTU>.dat

exit

• Using a Windows sftp client
Ensure the File Protocol is set to SFTP, not SCP.
Login as Admin.
Copy <LTU>.dat to repository.

3. Check that the LTU is stored within the repository using StoreOnce CLI command: system
show repository.
Look for the <LTU>.dat file.

4. Apply the license using one of the following CLI commands:

• license load <LTU>.dat to load a license that has been saved as a file. The file
must exist in the Backup system's repository directory.

• license add <string> to key in the license directly. If you used email or a temporary
file, cut and paste the string exactly as you obtained it from the Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Licensing website. Entering the LTU manually is not advised.

IMPORTANT: You must exclude the license description, for example #HPE
StoreOnce 16Gb FC Card LTU, from the beginning of the license string. Otherwise,
the license operation will fail.

NOTE: The key is specific to the StoreOnce Backup system to which it applies. It cannot
be transferred.

5. To ensure that the license has been applied successfully, run the StoreOnce CLI command:
license show

Completing the Storage Expansion
Capacity expansion with the StoreOnce 4500 and 4700 Backup consists of adding additional
expansion shelves to the head server unit. This affects the way that the storage information is
displayed in the Hardware tree.

NOTE: For further documentation about using the StoreOnce Backup system, go to http://
www.hpe.com/info/storage/docs.

StoreOnce 4500 and 4700 Backup

NOTE: All Upgrade Kits that have been licensed are included in the expansion process. Be
sure to apply the licenses for all kits before running the expansion process.
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1. The easiest way to view the newly added storage enclosure is to log on to the StoreOnce
GUI and look at the Hardware tree. Select the Hardware — Storage Clusters — Storage
Cluster 1 — Enclosure page for the expansion shelf (not the one for the head unit).

2. This section of the hardware tree on the StoreOnce GUI also shows existing Pools and
Volumes.

3. To discover the newly attached storage and create a new Logical Unit (LUN) on this storage
log on to the StoreOnce CLI and use the StoreOnce CLI command:
hardware discover storage

4. Monitor the status of the LUN creation process using the StoreOnce CLI command:
system show status.

NOTE: The following output is an example of the two commands; the values shown may
not match your appliance specific values. Look for the Formatted and Discovered information
under Status

# hardware discover storage

This command takes several minutes to complete execution.

storage discovery successfully completed

# system show status

Status
------
Formatted 15,070.76GB, Discovered 20,932.81GB to be added

Service Sets Status Notes
------------ ------ -----
Set 1 Running

5. After 5 minutes, the StoreOnce GUI refreshes and shows the new Pool and Volume being
parity initialized, degraded status will report until parity initialization is complete.
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6. Once the discovery process is complete, run the following command in order to format the
storage LUN with file system segments:
hardware add storage

This command will expand the filesystem to use the storage. The process can take a long
time to complete and the new capacity will not be available until it is finished.

IMPORTANT: It is recommended that at this stage the user waits until Parity initialization
is complete for all discovered enclosures before running the hardware add storage command.
Doing so significantly reduces the overall time for parity initialization to complete.

7. Monitor the expansion using the following command:
system show status

This command will return either of the following after an add command has been sent:

• Adding X,XXXGB...

• Formatted XXGB

NOTE: The following output is an example; the values shownmay not match your appliance
specific values. Look for the Formatted information under Status to confirm that the expansion
has completed.

# system show status

Status
------
Formatted 34,875.58GB

Service Sets Status Notes
------------ ------ -----
Set 1 Running
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Troubleshooting

Discover storage fails
The hardware discover storage command will fail if:

• A previous discover storage command is already running.

• There is no storage to be added.

• There are insufficient expansion licenses applied to allow the entire expansion to complete
(in this case, no expansion will take place until sufficient licenses are present for all added
storage).

• The storage is installed in the wrong disk bay locations for this expansion set.

• There are any failed or predictive fail disks in either the existing or newly added storage.

• The SAS cabling to the disk enclosures is incorrect.

• There are foreign logical drives or volumes already present on the attached storage. These
are identified as an unsupported or invalid storage configuration and the dev-id of the
volume is provided in the error message. It is necessary to delete the storage, as shown in
the following example:.
# hardware discover storage
This command takes several minutes to complete execution.
Unable to execute provision command. Unsupported/Invalid volume(s) found,
Details: Volume vol003 62D48FB30D000010B026533657303552 is INVALID.
Command Failed.

# hardware delete storage 62D48FB30D000010B026533657303552
Warning - Data may be destroyed. Are you sure you want to delete
storage? [yes / no]: yes
Warning - Are you sure you want to continue? [yes / no]: yes
This command takes several minutes to complete execution.
Command Successful

Add storage fails
The hardware add storage command will fail if:

• There is an outstanding discover or add command in progress.

• Any of the error conditions described above for the hardware discover storage
command have not been rectified.
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A Warranty and regulatory information
For important safety, environmental, and regulatory information, see Safety and Compliance
Information for Server, Storage, Power, Networking, and Rack Products, available at
www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts.

Warranty information
HPE ProLiant and x86 Servers and Options
www.hpe.com/support/ProLiantServers-Warranties

HPE Enterprise Servers
www.hpe.com/support/EnterpriseServers-Warranties

HPE Storage Products
www.hpe.com/support/Storage-Warranties

HPE Networking Products
www.hpe.com/support/Networking-Warranties

Regulatory information
Belarus Kazakhstan Russia marking

Manufacturer and Local Representative Information
Manufacturer information:

• Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company, 3000 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304 U.S.
Local representative information Russian:
• Russia:

• Belarus:

• Kazakhstan:
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Local representative information Kazakh:
• Russia:

• Belarus:

• Kazakhstan:

Manufacturing date:
The manufacturing date is defined by the serial number.
CCSYWWZZZZ (serial number format for this product)
Valid date formats include:
• YWW, where Y indicates the year counting from within each new decade, with 2000 as the

starting point; for example, 238: 2 for 2002 and 38 for the week of September 9. In addition,
2010 is indicated by 0, 2011 by 1, 2012 by 2, 2013 by 3, and so forth.

• YYWW, where YY indicates the year, using a base year of 2000; for example, 0238: 02 for
2002 and 38 for the week of September 9.

Turkey RoHS material content declaration

Ukraine RoHS material content declaration
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